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Ogata is a shortstop for the baseball team, the Tokyo Elephants. A new rookie pitcher named Uno is popular among the team. But for some reason, Uno is cold only to Ogata. Ogata is
worried that it's his sexual orientation that is keeping Uno away. So one day Ogata decides to confront Uno. But what he finds out from Uno is completely different from what he expected!
Ever since the yakuza incident and Onoe s daring rescue, rookie reporter Kasai has gone from viewing Onoe as a rival to admiring him to a fault! And Kaburagi is not pleased̶at all. While
chasing a story about a famous actor having an affair, Onoe and Kaburagi run into Kasai. In a fit of jealousy, Kaburagi blurts out that he and Onoe are a couple. Overhearing this, the devious
Inami decides to target Onoe. -- VIZ Media
Keigo surprises Satoru with a three-day trip to Karuizawa, but when the couple returns home, Satoru s mother sees them kissing goodbye. Now that his parents know about their
relationship, what will happen to Keigo and Satoru s romance? -- VIZ Media
In the title story, a concubine falls head over heels for his king. But what happens when the king's ambitions blind him to that love? In another story, troubled circus acrobat Hibana finds
comfort in the arms of another circus performer. But there's more twists to the story than Hibana's flips through the air. In the next story, a loving servant of a prince lets himself be put
under a magic spell in order to spend one cherished night with him. The following yarn is about Canary, a very unusual boy who is owned by an old woman who exploits his talents, and the
young stranger who meets him and teaches him about love. The manga concludes with two stories of students Okabe and Hidaka, and their exploration of their feelings for each other.
Hinamatsuri Volume 1
Honey Darling (Yaoi Manga)
Special Delivery! (Yaoi Manga)
The Scum Villain's Self-Saving System: Ren Zha Fanpai Zijiu Xitong (Novel) Vol. 1
Priapus

When admiration just isn't enough, get ready for some hot loving! A gamer meets his fantasy man plus one; a hot-and-cold boss pursues his employee; a renowned chef gobbles up his man; a
writer brings his naughty stories to life; a young man gets lucky in more ways than one; childhood friends heat things up on vacation; a tea master seduces his love with a special blend; and a
sports doctor uses his magic fingers for all kinds of happy endings. A trademark look into Rika Akira's world, you'll find laughs, action, and of course, the express train to love!
When high school teacher Okano is molested on the train on his way to school, the last thing he wanted was for his shame to be witnessed by anyone. But one of his students not only witnessed it,
but decided to use the incident to blackmail his teacher! Threatened with exposure, Okano must submit to Tokiwa's perverted will or have his shameful secret exposed.
Rivals Kai and Toga must reconcile their differences when forced to work as sales team mascots together, and they soon discover that, despite their differences, they are wild about each other.
A Guardian must never bring dishonor to the Order. If one fails in their mission they are sentenced to death. If the Guardian Sastre wants to avoid falling from grace, he must rescue Prince Anel
from the rebel army, defeat his old rival Riot and prevail against the crazed guardian known as "The Demon." Most difficult of all, he must learn to keep these strange new emotions brewing
within him in check. After all, it's the prince he's sworn to protect. Not the beautiful servant posing as his decoy. Also, a precious kitsune boy slave is stolen from his master to be the slave of a
new lord, but the lord fails to pay his gruff kidnapper. The kidnapper steals back the needy little fellow, but now what does he do with him? In the final bonus story a tortured boy is taken in by a
kind but grieving ex-cop.
Heaven Official's Blessing: Tian Guan CI Fu (Novel) Vol. 1
Man's Best Friend (Yaoi) Inu mo Aruke ba Fall in Love
How the Hunt for the Higgs Boson Leads Us to the Edge of a New World
Punch Up!, Vol. 1 (Yaoi Manga)
That Was Good
Gay manga at its best: Mentaiko's humorous and highly erotic stories enjoy popularity in Japan and worldwide. Bruno Gmnder publishes his works for the first time in English, making it
available to a larger audience.
Chihiro drifts through life with no purpose, going from girl to girl, until one day he finds an abandoned kitten in a box. He quickly falls in love with little Shiro and couldn’t imagine his life
without her. One evening, Chihiro finds Shiro has fallen ill. While searching aimlessly for an animal hospital, he runs into Kumazawa, a local vet who takes Shiro into his care. Watching
Kumazawa in action, Chihiro realizes he wishes to learn the value of life and asks Kumazawa to consider hiring him at the vet clinic. Kumazawa agrees, but only if Chihiro serves as his live-in
housekeeper. Has Chihiro finally found his purpose in life, or will living with the handsome vet be a little too much to handle? -- VIZ Media
Atsushi can hardly believe his good luck -- he's scored an actual, day-long date with the man of his dreams! But will he manage to stay totally cool, calm, and collected during the biggest moment
of his young life? And will the rest of the gang leave him alone...or stalk his every nervous move?! Bad Teacher's Equation shows that growing up can be a dizzying, delirious trip through
incredible highs...and terrible lows! Can a sweet, determined boy prove that he's got the strength, drive, and commitment to catch and keep his ideal man? Or will his passion flicker and fade like
a forgotten childhood fantasy?
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The blockbuster danmei/Boys' Love novels from China that inspired the animated series! This epic historical fantasy about a prince and the mysterious man by his side is now in English, for the
very first time. Born the crown prince of a prosperous kingdom, Xie Lian was renowned for his beauty, strength, and purity. His years of dedication and noble deeds allowed him to ascend to
godhood. But those who rise, can also fall...and fall he does, cast from the Heavens again and again and banished to the mortal realm. Eight hundred years after his mortal life, Xie Lian has
ascended to godhood for the third time. Now only a lowly scrap collector, he is dispatched to wander the earthly realm to take on tasks appointed by the heavens to pay back debts and maintain
his divinity. Aided by old friends and foes alike, and graced with the company of a mysterious young man with whom he feels an instant connection, Xie Lian must confront the horrors of his past
in order to dispel the curse of his present. This Chinese xianxia fantasy novel series built around the romanticized love between two men (danmei) is the newest work from author Mo Xiang Tong
Xiu, and has spawned an ongoing multimedia franchise that's beloved across the world--including the animated series (donghua) that amassed 100+ million views in just its first month. The Seven
Seas English-language edition will include covers from ?????? (tai3_3), and exclusive, all-new interior illustrations from ZeldaCW.
Baseball Heaven
Essays on Manga and Anime in the Modern World
You And Harujion
Three Wolves Mountain (Yaoi Manga)
His Favorite, Vol. 2 (Yaoi Manga)
Three Wolves Mountain (Yaoi Manga)SuBLime
Just when you thought Morinaga got emotionally close and connected toSenpai, Morinaga is called to attend a research camp and has to spend one weekaway from
home. Anxious to fall back in Senpai's arms, he returns to find Senpaiinterviewing for new assistants. He has no idea how to take all this... whatshould he do?
When your kink involves eating a demon’s guts, what else is there to do but summon a bewitching demon to feast on? Makoto summons a demon to grant his every
twisted desire, and in exchange for getting to eat the demon’s guts, Makoto will give him his life! Makoto has long been ostracized because of his odd hobbies and a
sexual kink others see as disgusting. One day on a whim, he tries a demon-summoning ritual and succeeds in summoning an archduke from hell named J. Makoto
sells his soul to him and begins a new life in hell as a monster. Living among so many unique demons helps Makoto to grow into his new role. But he finds he can’t
ignore the feelings he’s harboring for the demon who brought him to hell, the beautiful but very twisted Archduke J!
After witnessing a mob hit, surgeon Jack Francisco is put into protective custody to keep him safe until he can testify. A hitman known only as D is blackmailed into
killing Jack, but when he tracks him down, his weary conscience won't allow him to murder an innocent man. Finding in each other an unlikely ally, Jack and D are
soon on the run from shadowy enemies. Forced to work together to survive, the two men forge a bond that ripens into unexpected passion. Jack sees the wounded
soul beneath D's cold, detached exterior, and D finds in Jack the person who can help him reclaim the man he once was. As the day of Jack's testimony approaches,
he and D find themselves not only fighting for their lives... but also fighting for their future. A future together.
The Tyrant Falls in Love 9
Crimson Spell, Vol. 1 (Yaoi Manga)
A Fallen Saint's Kiss
Wild Butterfly
Zero at the Bone
Architect Maki Motoharu is hanging out at the construction site ogling a particular hunky, well-toned construction worker when he is unexpectedly reunited with his lost cat, Shinobu. The reunion is all thanks to
Ohki Kouta, a foul-mouthed young ironworker who found and cared for the lost cat. Unfortunately for Ohki, this act of kindness led to his eviction! When Maki agrees to take in young Ohki, will he be able to
tame this feisty stray? Includes a bonus “P.B.B” side story. -- VIZ Media
Pain and pleasure collide when a sophisticated underworld boss crosses paths with a naive photographer hell-bent on bringing him down! This deluxe edition includes never-before-released material as well
as a double-sided color insert and special cover treatment! Photographer Akihito Takaba takes on a risky assignment trying to document the illegal activities of the Japanese underworld. When he captures its
leader—the handsome, enigmatic Ryuichi Asami—in the crosshairs of his viewfinder, Takaba’s world is changed forever. Akihito is freeloading at Asami’s apartment, polishing up not only his photography skills
but also his skills as a househusband. His career is on the upswing, even though he still finds himself in perilous situations and has the occasional run-in with police. So imagine Akihito’s surprise when, while
out chasing a scoop, he spots Asami with another man clinging to him…in tears! Are Akihito’s days as Asami’s live-in numbered?
Vald finally discovers the one responsible for placing the curse upon his sword, Yug Verlind, and it’s none other than court mage Limris?! Shocked and confused, Vald is then faced with his greatest threat yet
as the immensely powerful sorcerer Asterdol wrenches his soul out of his body. His demon half, now in complete control, goes on a rampage, and Vald faces the real possibility of losing his soul forever! -VIZ Media
Shohei loves bunnies! He loves them so much he’s even taken to volunteering at a local pet shop. Store owner Mito is as sweet and kind as the fuzzy critters he cares for, and it’s not long before Shohei
finds himself wanting to cuddle with him as much as the bunnies! But Shohei is hiding a dangerous secret, one that makes this dream an unlikely reality. -- VIZ Media
Ambiguous Relationship
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Lost Anal Virgin in Threesome
Awkward Silence, Vol. 1 (Yaoi Manga)
Don't Call Me Dirty
Vector In Love
When a young man takes in an unfortunate vagrant, helping him clean up and get back on his feet, a special relationship begins to blossom between the two unlikely companions.
Hiroto, a part-timer without a steady job, is on his lunch break in the park when a cute little boy appears in front of him and stares enviously at Hiroto's lunch. The child looks so irresistibly cute and hungry,
Hiroto shares his lunch with the boy. When the child's father, Suguru, finally shows up and sees his picky-eater son enjoying a meal, he offers Hiroto a housekeeping job! The father is a pilot and cannot be
home all the time, and needs a caretaker for the boy and their beautiful home. Just as things start going well for Hiroto, he begins to fall for Suguru...and learns that the previous housekeeper had to resign
because of romantic involvement with the dashing pilot! Can Hiroto keep his emotions in check?
Nitta is an ambitious, young member of the Ashikawa-gumi yakuza syndicate. One day, a mysterious, oval-shaped object falls out of thin air into his apartment, and suddenly changes everything! Inside of the
object is an expressionless young girl named Hina. The girl has formidable telekinetic powers that she uses to threaten Nitta, forcing him to allow her to live in his apartment. Dangers abound as the yakuza
member and young psychic begin their life together as roommates! Originally a one-shot published in the Japanese manga magazine Fellows!, Hinamatsuri quickly became a favorite following its serialization.
And now, propelled to success by the passionate support from fans, the strange world of Hinamatsuri is finally being published as a trade paperback!
Hina's giant secret is in jeopardy! He's the head of a family who are descendants of the wolf, and not even his friends on the student council know his strange legacy. But when Hina starts sneaking out during
the full moon, it's only a matter of time before things get deliciously complicated! And what will happen if animal instinct finally overrides human control?
Mangatopia: Essays on Manga and Anime in the Modern World
Secret XXX (Yaoi Manga)
A Strange and Mystifying Story, Vol. 1 (Yaoi Manga)
Finder Deluxe Edition: Longing for You

"Half-demon Luo Binghe rose from humble beginnings and a tortured past to become unrivaled in strength and beauty. With his dominion over both the Human and Demon Realms and his hundreds-strong
harem, he is truly the most powerful protagonist...in a trashy webnovel series! At least, that's what Shen Yuan believes as he finishes reading the final chapter in Proud Immortal Demon Way. But when a
bout of rage leads to his sudden death, Shen Yuan is reborn into the world of the novel in the body of Shen Qingqiu--the beautiful but cruel teacher of a young Luo Binghe. While Shen Qingqiu may have the
incredible power of a cultivator, he is destined to be horrifically punished for crimes against the protagonist. The new Shen Qingqiu now has only one course of action: get into Luo Binghe's good graces
before the young man's rise to power or suffer the awful fate of a true scum villain!"--Back cover of Volume 1.
Fascinating insights on what Japanese manga and anime mean to artists, audiences, and fans in the United States and elsewhere, covering topics that range from fantasy to sex to politics. • Contributions
from knowledgeable commentators about manga and anime from the United States, Canada, and Europe • Photographs and illustrations • Reference lists within the individual chapters and the introduction
• Two glossaries define terms specific to Japanese manga genres
One day, delivery driver Nishiki’s route takes him to an opulent, old-style Japanese estate. Who should come out to greet him but Reizei, the young master of the house—and the guy he gave his virginity to
after a drunken binge! Arrogant and demanding, Reizei subjects poor Nishina to unspeakable—and yet somehow pleasant—things. Does Nishina keep going back because of Reizei’s blackmailing...or could
he be developing feelings for the demanding young master? -- VIZ Media
Akio Yamane’s bloodline is cursed! Or at least that’s what his relatives would have people think. Now feverish and delusional from a terminal illness, Akio accidentally summons his family’s guardian deity.
Little did he know this sinfully hot god would appear naked, sporting ears and a tail. Wait until Akio finds out the unconventional and rather intimate manner his protector plans on using to cure him! -- VIZ
Media
A Shrine of Male Relationships (Yaoi Manga)
Awkward Silence, Vol. 5 (Yaoi Manga)
Wild Honey
Saihoshi the Guardian
Candy Color Paradox, Vol. 4 (Yaoi Manga)
Satoru is used to being alone. Ever since high school, he has lived his life without anyone else. Then one rainy night he encounters a stranded
stranger. Taking him in, he unexpectedly finds that being alone is not what he wants at all, and that what he wants may just be within his grasp. But
does Reiji feel the same way? And will Reiji's family accept it when they discover where he is? A selection of angsty romance stories by master
mangaka Masara Minase, published in English for the very first time!
Upon wielding an ancient sword that has been passed down through his royal family for generations, Prince Vald is struck by a curse that turns him
into a demon! In search of guidance, Vald appeals to the powerful sorcerer Halvi for help, and the two set out on a journey to break the curse.
However, there is one thing the handsome sorcerer is keeping secret from the young prince—the raging demon that Vald turns into every night can
only be calmed when Halvi satisfies his lust! And so begins their epic journey in search of clues to break the young prince’s curse. -- VIZ Media
Winner of the prestigious 2013 Royal Society Winton Prize for Science Books “A modern voyage of discovery.” —Frank Wilczek, Nobel Laureate,
author of The Lightness of Being The Higgs boson is one of our era’s most fascinating scientific frontiers and the key to understanding why mass
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exists. The most recent book on the subject, The God Particle, was a bestseller. Now, Caltech physicist Sean Carroll documents the doorway that is
opening—after billions of dollars and the efforts of thousands of researchers at the Large Hadron Collider in Switzerland—into the mind-boggling
world of dark matter. The Particle at the End of the Universe has it all: money and politics, jealousy and self-sacrifice, history and cutting-edge
physics—all grippingly told by a rising star of science writing.
In a time of war, Oliver finds himself as an adjutant professor at school. When Mikhail, another teacher, arrives, the once somber and bleak campus
becomes filled with new life!
About Love
The Particle at the End of the Universe
MADK, Vol. 2
Sword and Mist, Vol. 1 (Yaoi Manga)
Gentleman's Agreement Between a Rabbit and A Wolf
When Ukyo rescues a stray dog and names it Kuro, he soon learns that he may have found a rare breed - his new dog can talk and magically transform into a hunky human With his new dog now taking the form
of a hot man and licking him in various places, what is Ukyo supposed to do?"
A “tail” of supernatural romance! Reads R to L (Japanese Style) for mature audiences. Way up in the mountains, far from any major cities or towns, Kaya Susugi runs a small cafe by day and guards a haunted
cemetery by night. Then, one night, he comes across werewolf brothers Taro and Jiro. Cheerful but klutzy younger brother Jiro quickly falls head over heels for the capable loner Kaya. What results is a dive into
the hot, tail-twitching delight of werewolf mating season!
Zhen, a Wolf assassin, meets a beautiful courtesan while in pursuit of his latest target. Thinking she may be useful, he uses her to get closer to his quarry only to find out that “she” is actually a
“he”—another Wolf assassin named Wu. What will happen to the two rivals now that they’ve flirted and even kissed?! It’s assassin on assassin as the Wolves grapple with their destiny and each other. -VIZ Media
Awkward Yoshida’s life got flipped upside down when the hottest guy in school started hanging around him. Sato could have any girl in class, so why is he so hung up on the short and ugly Yoshida? Is it
because of his dark past, which he refuses to talk about? And is Yoshida finally ready to admit that he likes Sato as well? -- VIZ Media
Alone in My King's Harem
Crimson Spell, Vol. 6 (Yaoi Manga)
Mr. Arashi's Amazing Freak Show
Bad Teacher's Equation Volume 3 (Yaoi Manga)
"N-no…I'm going crazy!" Natsuki follows Kouta, who Natsuki loves, to a shrine in the mountain to help him clean. It isn't a normal shrine, but a shrine
of relationships and fertility with offerings that are shaped like sexual organs. One day, Kouta's cousin, Yukinari, sees Natsuki masturbating with a
dildo. "I'll make your body so that it will please Kouta," says Yukinari, and trains and develops Natsuki's body. "I can't...put such a thing in me...!"
Natsuki's hakama is messed up, skin is wet, and finally, he'll do it in front of Kouta...!
"Asaka is a dedicated wedding planner who will do anything to guarantee his clients' happiness. Sadly, his own love life has all but vanished thanks to
his ridiculous work schedule! But when Asaka's first patron resurfaces, the precious spark of true love may finally fly for him. Can he plan the perfect
affair...or will it just have to happen by chance?"--Cover.
Haru Akaishi's father has just died, leaving him an orphan at age 17. It seems his father was in a lot of debt and took out some shady loans. Just when
the Yakuza-esque creditors come to collect, a mysterious lawyer named Yuuji Senoh appears and says he'll deal with the matter personally. As it turns
out, Mr. Senoh was someone Haru befriended many years ago as his mother ailed in the hospital, but Haru had forgotten about him. When the bank takes
back the mortgage on his house, Haru takes Mr. Senoh up on his offer to live at his apartment. While Mr. Senoh claims that he's only trying to offer
financial support to Haru as a minor, perhaps there's is a stronger bond between the two than either realize at first.
Satoru is an introvert with a longtime crush on Keigo, a popular boy on the baseball team. But much to his surprise, Keigo comes up to him and asks him
out! Satoru is so overcome he can’t respond. Will Satoru be able to get past his shyness, or will he lose his chance with the boy he loves? -- VIZ Media
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